Two experiments examined the partial reversal versus whole reversal advantage effect of which the reversal was mastered faster when only one of two discriminations was reversed than when both discriminations were reversed after criterion training in two concurrent discriminations. In Experiment 1, rats were trained to criterion on two choice concurrent discriminations. Subsequently, Group Partial, in which only one of the two tasks was reversed, but the other was not reversed , learned their reversal faster than Group Control, in which one of the two tasks was reversed but the other was removed and a new discrimination task was added, which in turn learned their reversal faster than Group Whole, in which two tasks were reversed . Experiment 2 replicated the results observed in Experiment 1 in two go/no-go concurrent discriminations. These results indicate that both a facilitation in the partial condition and a retardation in the whole condition make significant contribution to the partial reversal versus whole reversal advantage effect, and that stimulusstimulus associations between the discriminative stimuli that signal either reward, or nonreward, in the two tasks are not formed after criterion training.
random order in the same apparatus and within each session. A specific question, however, remains. Nakagawa (1978 Nakagawa ( , 1986 Nakagawa ( , 1992 Nakagawa ( , 1998 , using the whole-partial reversal procedure which compared rats' performance on whole reversal sessions (both stimulus pairs reversed, from A+ vs. C-, B+ vs. 0-to A-vs. C+, B-vs. 0+) with rats' performance on partial reversal sessions (only one pair reversed, from A-vs. C+, B-vs. 0+ to A+ vs. C-, B-vs. 0+), reported that rats for which both discriminations were reversed took fewer days to learn their reversal learning than those for which only one discrimination of the two tasks was reversed after overtraining, whereas rats for which only one of the two discriminations was reversed took fewer days to learn their reversal learning than those for which both discriminations were reversed after criterion training. The fact that this difference after criterion training, unlike the whole-partial effect and OREs, is not manifest in stimulus perseveration suggests that a different mechanism is involved. Is a mechanism of discrimination learning in criterion training the same as that of discrimination learning during overtraining in two concurrent discriminations? Nakagawa (1978 Nakagawa ( , 1986 Nakagawa ( , 1992 Nakagawa ( , 1998 has proposed a theory of discrimination learning in concurrent discriminations, cue-associations theory. According to Nakagawa, during the original training with two concurrent discriminations animals learn a connection between a positive stimulus and an approach response as well as a connection between a negative stimulus and an avoidance response for each discrimination task. But during overtraining they also form stimulus-stimulus associations between the discriminative stimuli with the same response assignment. Thus, animals learn to associate the two positive stimuli as well as to associate the negative stimuli. The associations between the two positive stimuli and between the negative stimuli are called "cue-associations." These stimulus-stimulus associations produce "an acquired equivalence" effect, whereby stimuli associated with the same consequence show enhanced generalization. One consequence of such stimulus-stimulus associations is that there will be transfer of appropriate responding from one positive (or negative) stimulus to the other positive (or negative) stimulus in reversal learning. In short, Nakagawa (1978 Nakagawa ( , 1986 Nakagawa ( , 1992 Nakagawa ( , 1998 Nakagawa ( , 1999a Nakagawa ( , 1999b Nakagawa ( , 1999c Nakagawa ( , 1999d asserted that a mechanism of discrimination learning in criterion learning was different from that of discrimination learning during overtraining in concurrent discriminations.
Experimental support for these proposals could be found in experiments where during Phase 1 rats were trained to criterion, or were overtrained, on two concurrent discriminations (A+ vs. B-; C+ vs. 0-) (Nakagawa, 1986 (Nakagawa, , 1992 (Nakagawa, , 1998 (Nakagawa, , 2000 . For Phase 2 they then received either partial reversal (e.g., A-vs. B+; C+ vs. 0-) or whole reversal (e.g., A-vs. B+; C-vs. 0+). For overtrained rats the reversal was mastered more rapidly when both discriminations were reversed than when only one discrimination was reversed. A similar difference was not evident in rats that had not been overtrained in Phase 1. These results can be explained if associations develop between stimuli that signal similar outcomes during overtraining, but not after criterion training. See also Zentall et al. (1991) and Delius et al. (1995) .
Further support for Nakagawa's proposal can be found in experiments where during Phase 1 rats were trained to criterion, or were overtrained , on two concurrent discriminations (A+ vs. 8-; C+ vs. D-) (Nakagawa, 1999b) . For Phase 2 they we re then tested on two new discriminations, in which the negative stimuli for the original discriminations were exchanged. This manipulation had little disruptive influence on rats' subsequent choices following overtraining , but not after criterion training. See also Nakagawa (1986) . In Nakagawa (1999c) , during Phase 1 rats were concurrently trained to criterion and overtrained on two concurrent discriminations (A+ vs. 8-; C+ vs. D-) and received occasional compound test trials on which both positive (A+C+) and both negative (8-D-) stimuli were simultaneously presented: after reaching the original learning's criterion , after being overtrained for 1 day, for 5 days, and for 10 days. Performance on tests was initially very poor (approximately 55% correct) , but it gradually improved as rats continued to receive overtraining on two discriminations. After being overtrained for 10 days, the performance of each rat was excellent, that is, 95% correct.
The purpose of the two experiments was to examine whether or not performance on two different discriminations in original training in two concurrent discriminations was independent of one another, that is, whether or not stimulus-stimulus associations between the discriminative stimuli that signaled either reward , or nonreward in the two tasks were formed after criterion training. The theory of Nakagawa (1978 Nakagawa ( , 1986 Nakagawa ( , 1992 Nakagawa ( , 1998 Nakagawa ( , 1999a Nakagawa ( , 1999b Nakagawa ( , 1999c Nakagawa ( , 1999d predicts that rats do not form stimulus-stimulus associations between the discriminative stimuli that signal either reward , or nonreward in the two tasks after criterion training.
Experiment 1
The present experiment was conducted to examine whether or not rats formed stimulus-stimulus associations between the discriminative stimuli with the same response assignment in two choice simultaneous concurrent discriminations after criterion training . Rats were concurrently trained with two discrimination tasks (A+ vs. 8-; C+ vs. D-) to criterion. At the same time, in spite of the reliability of the partial-whole reversal effect after criterion training that animals learn the partial reversal more rapidly than the whole (Nakagawa, 1978 (Nakagawa, , 1986 (Nakagawa, , 1992 (Nakagawa, , 1998 (Nakagawa, , 1999a (Nakagawa, , 2000 , it remains unclear whether the effect is caused by a facilitation of the partial condition , and a retardation in the whole condition , or a combination of the two effects. Another purpose of the present studies was to determine the source of the partial-whole effect by comparing reversal in the partial and whole conditions with that in a control condition. After completing Phase 1, they were transferred to either a whole reversal in which both tasks were reversed , or a partial reversal in which only one of the two tasks was reversed but the other was not reversed , or a control reversal in which only one of two tasks was reversed but the other was replaced for a new discrimination task. If the four connections (i.e., A with food , C with food, B with no food , and D with no food) in Phase 1 were independent of one another as Nakagawa (1978 Nakagawa ( , 1986 Nakagawa ( , 1992 Nakagawa ( , 1998 Nakagawa ( , 1999a Nakagawa ( , 1999b Nakagawa ( , 1999c Nakagawa ( , 1999d postulated, rats for a partial reversal and a control reversal would have reversed faster than rats for a whole reversal, because rats for a partial reversal and a control reversal had only two connections to relearn , whereas rats for a whole reversal had four connections to relearn . Furthermore, rats for a partial reversal have a nonreversal task that should inhibit their irrelevant responses such as positional responses, whereas rats . for a control reversal have no such nonreversal task. Thus, rats for a partial reversal should master their reversal faster than rats for a control reversal.
Method
Subjects. Twenty-four experimentally naive Sprague-Dawley rats (13 females and 11 males) were used. They were about 190 days old with an initial average body weight of 352 g. Animals were handled for 5 min a day for 12 days and were maintained on a daily 2-hr feeding schedule prior to the experiment. The amount of food in the daily ration was gradually reduced until each animal reached 80% of its baseline weight. Water was always available for animals in their individual home cages. Animals were maintained on a 6:18-hr lightdark cycle, with lights off at 6:00 p.m.
Apparatus. An apparatus (a modified Y maze) was the same as in Nakagawa (1986) . Stimulus cards were 12-cm squares of cardboard. Each card was presented at the entrance of each goal box and served as an entrance door. They were arranged so that the card serving as the correct door could be pushed down easily, thus permitting animals to gain entrance into the goal box; the card denoting an incorrect door was locked. For a white-black discrimination a white card and a black one were used. Vertically striped and horizontally striped cards were used for a vertical-horizontal stripe discrimination. Striped cards had alternating black and white lines 1 cm in width . For an additional discrimination used in the final phase of the experiment, an equilateral triangle with 10-cm sides and a circle with a diameter of 7.5 cm were used.
Procedure
Prtetraining. Animals were given pretraining for 8 days prior to the beginning of the training phase. On Day 1 animals were allowed to explore the apparatus for two periods of 7 and 5 min. From Day 2 to Day 4 they were trained to push down a stimulus card and enter the goal box to obtain food for 10 daily trials. The gap between the arms and goal boxes was not present for this stage of the experiment. From Day 5 to Day 8 they were trained to jump over the gap for 10 trials a day. On the last day all animals jumped over the 15-cm gap. They were given the same number of trials on each arm during pretraining. Medium-gray stimulus cards were used during this period.
Discrimination training (Original learning)
. Animals were initially trained for 12 trials a day with two concurrent discrimination tasks: white versus black and vertical versus horizontal stripes. Training continued until a criterion had been reached of 11 correct trials out of a possible 12 for each discrimination task over 2 successive days combined. A selfcorrection method was used in which, if animals made an error, they were allowed to return to the choice point and select stimulus. The positive and negative stimuli were counterbalanced. The order of trials with the two discrimination tasks followed four predetermined random sequences. The position of a positive stimulus also followed four predetermined random sequences. Animals were given two 45-mg rriilk pellets when they made a correct response . Intertrial intervals ranged from 4 to 8 min.
Reversal learning. After completing the original training, animals were then divided into three groups (Whole, Partial, and Control), matched with respect to the number of days to criterion. They were then trained under a given reversal condition until they achieved a criterion in reversal learning, which was the same as that in original learning. Group Whole was run under the whole reversal condition in which both discriminations were reversed . Group Partial was run under the partial reversal condition in which only one of the two tasks (the vertical-horizontal stripes task) was reversed but the other (white-black task) was not reversed. In order to equalize the number of exposures to the apparatus and the number of reinforcers obtained in the apparatus to those in both Groups Whole and Partial and further to examine the effect of a second problem on reversal of the first. Group Control was run under the control reversal condition in which only one of the two tasks (vertical-horizontal stripes task) was reversed and a new discrimination task (triangle-circle task) was added instead of the other (white-black taSk). Other aspects of the training procedure were the same as during the original training.
Results
Phase 1 training. Acquisition of Phase 1 training by the whole reversal group was compared with acquisitions of the corresponding training in both the partial reversal group and the control group. These data are summarized in Table 1 . A two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) using group (Whole vs. Partial vs. Control) and task (W-B vs. H-V) was performed on the number of days to criterion, which revealed no significant main effects and no significant interaction between group and task (all Fs < 1).
Phase 2 reversal. Acquisition of Phase 2 reversal by Group Whole was compared with acquisitions of the corresponding reversal learning in both Group Partial and Group Control. These data are illustrated in Figure  1 . A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) using group (Whole vs. Partial vs. Control) was performed on the number of days to criterion in the common reversal task (Le., vertical-horizontal stripes taSk), which revealed a significant main effect of group F(2, 21} = 41 .39, P < .001 . A Scheffe test was run to analyze differences in the number of days to criterion Note. W-B = white-black discrimination task, H-V = horizontal-vertical stripes discrimination task. Stimulus perseveration. In order to examine the extinction of the original discrimination after the beginning of Phase 2 reversal, a special criterion was devised: The number of days that an animal took to make more correct responses than three times out of six daily trials after beginning of Phase 2 was determined as a stimulus perseveration. The mean number of days to th is criterion for the vertical-horizontal stripe task is plotted in Figure 2 for each group. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) using group (Whole vs. Partial vs. Control) was performed, which revealed significant main effect of group [F(2, 21) = 11.14, P < In order to make the relation between stimulus perseveration and days to criterion in Phase 2 reversal, individual score of stimulus perseveration and days to criterion in Phase 2 are summarized in Table 2 . Note. W1 , -, -, W8 were animals of Group Whole; P1 , -, -, P8 were animals of Group Partial; C1 , -, -, C8 were animals of Group Control.
In order to examine the tendency to adopt a position preference during reversal learning, a special criterion was devised: If animals chose a particular side (right or left) more than 8 times out of 12 daily trials, the day was regarded as a positional-response day. The number of these days was counted for each animal, their means and SOS during reversal learning are illustrated in Figure 3 In order to examine the degree of interaction of performance between the nonreversal and reversal tasks in Group Partial, a special criterion was devised: If animals made more than two errors out of six daily trials on the nonreversal task, the day was determined as a retention loss day. The number of these days was counted for each animal. The mean and SO of the retention loss days in Group Partial were 1.50 (SO = 2.45).
Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 are consistent with the expectations according to the theory of Nakagawa (1978 Nakagawa ( , 1986 Nakagawa ( , 1992 Nakagawa ( , 1998 Nakagawa ( , 1999a Nakagawa ( , 1999b Nakagawa ( , 1999c : Group Partial mastered reversal faster than Group Control, which in turn mastered reversal faster than group Whole. Comparisons with performance of the control group indicate that both a facilitation of reversal in Group Partial and a retardation of reversal in Group Whole make significant contribution to the partial reversal versus whole reversal advantage effect.
The stimulus perseveration mirrored the partial-whole reversal effect as measured by days to criterion. Group Partial showed more rapid reversal than the remaining groups, an effect that appeared to be caused by differences in stimulus perseveration. These findings are not in line with the findings of Experiment 1 of Nakagawa (1992) . This discrepancy is because of differences in the measure of stimulus perseveration between the two experiments. That is, the number of trials that an animal took to make a first correct response after beginning the reversal was used as a stimulus perseveration measure in Experiment 1 of Nakagawa (1992) , whereas the number of days that an animal took to make more correct responses than three times out of six daily trials after beginning of reversal was used a stimulus perseveration measure.
In addition, only 2 animals in Group Partial exhibited just two positional-response days, whereas the remaining animals did not exhibit any positional-response days.They made just a little retention loss on the nonreversed discrimination. These additional findings make it clear that rats do not form stimulus-stimulus associations between the discriminative stimuli with the same response assignment in the original training, that is, performance on two concurrent discriminations is independent of one another.
The analysis of positional-response days yielded a pattern that was very similar to the days to criterion measure for the partial-whole reversal effect. Thus, it would appear that this effect is caused by variations in the degree of positional-response days.
Experiment 2
The results of Experiment 1 indicate that rats do not form stimulusstimulus associations between the discriminative stimuli with the same consequence after criterion training in two simultaneous concurrent discriminations, and that the partial reversal versus whole reversal advantage effect is attributed to stimulus perseveration. The present experiment was conducted to replicate the partial reversal versus whole reversal advantage effect using a successive go/no-go discrimination procedure to test the generality of the conclusions from a simultaneous to successive discrimination procedure. Rats were trained with two successive go/no-go discrimination tasks to criterion. After completing Phase 1 training, they transferred to either a whole reversal or a partial reversal or a control reversal. The expectation according to Nakagawa's view (1978 Nakagawa's view ( , 1986 Nakagawa's view ( , 1992 Nakagawa's view ( , 1998 Nakagawa's view ( , 1999a Nakagawa's view ( , 1999b Nakagawa's view ( , 1999c Nakagawa's view ( , 1999d is that animals of the partial reversal condition master reversal faster than animals of the control reversal condition, which in turn master reversal faster than animals of the whole reversal condition.
Method
Subjects. Twenty-four experimentally naive male Sprague-Dawley rats were used. They were about 240 days old with initial average body weight of 542 g. All details of feeding schedule and handling were the same as in Experiment 1.
Apparatus. An apparatus (a straight runway) was the same as in Nakagawa (1992) . It consisted of a runway with a start box and a goal box. A guillotine door was located at the front of the start box. A piece of cardboard was placed at the entrance of the goal box to serve as a discriminaudum. A gap over which animals had to jump was located 20 cm in front of the goal box. The apparatus was painted medium gray inside and lit throughout the experiment by a 10-W fluorescent lamp suspended 45 cm above the top of the runway. Separate starting time and running time were obtained on each trial by means of two electrical digital timers. When the experimenter raised the guillotine door, a microswitch activated the first timer. When animals interrupted a photobeam cell 7 cm down the runway, this timer stopped, and at the same time the second timer started. When animals interrupted the second photobeam cell 67 cm farther down the runway, the second timer stopped . A running time is the time between the interrupting of the first and second photobeams.
The stimulus cards were 12-cm squares of cardboard. Each card was presented at the entrance of the goal box and served as an entrance door. They were arranged so that on rewarded trials the card serving as the correct door could be pushed down easily, thus permitting animals to gain entrance into the goal box, whereas on nonrewarded trials the card denoting the incorrect door was locked. The same stimuli as in Experiment 1 were used for white-black discrimination tasks, for the vertical-horizontal stripe discrimination task, and for the triangle-circle discrimination task.
Procedure
Pretraining. Animals were given pretraining for 8 days prior to the beginning of the training phase. On Day 1 animals were allowed to explore the apparatus for two periods of 7 and 5 min. On Day 2 to Day 4 they were trained to push down a stimulus card and to enter the goal box to obtain food for 10 daily trials. The gap was not present for this stage of the experiment. On Day 5 to Day 8 they were trained to jump over the gap for 10 trials a day. On the last day all animals jumped over the 15-cm gap. A medium-gray stimulus card was used during this period.
Phase 1 discrimination training (Original learning). Animals were initially trained for 12 trials a day, 6 trials with each of the two discriminations: white versus black and vertical versus horizontal stripes. Animals were given three rewarded trials and three nO[1rewarded ones on each discrimination per day. On rewarded trials animals were given two 45-mg milk pellets as a reward in the goal box. On nonrewarded trials they were retained for 60 sec in the runway after the guillotine door was opened. Training continued until a criterion had been reached . The criterion was that the median of the running times on the rewarded trials was shorter than the shortest running time on the nonrewarded trials for each task for 2 successive days. The order of the trials with the two tasks followed four predetermined random sequences. The order of rewarded trials and nonrewarded ones also followed four predetermined random sequences. Intertrial intervals ranged from 4 to 8 min.
Phase 2 reversal learning. After completing the original training, animals were then divided into three groups (Whole, Partial, and Control), matched with respect to the number of days to criterion. They were trained under a given reversal condition until they achieved a criterion in the reversal learning, which was the same as in Phase 1 training. Group Whole was run under a whole reversal condition in which both tasks were reversed. Group Partial was run under a partial reversal condition in which only one of the two tasks was reversed but the other was not reversed and continued to receive the same discrimination training as in Phase 1. Group Control was run under a control reversal condition in which only one of the two tasks was reversed and a new discrimination task (Le., triangle-circle task) was given instead of the other (Le., white-black task). Other aspects of the procedure were the same as during the original training.
Results
Phase 1 training. Acquisition of Phase 1 training by a whole reversal group was compared with acquisition of the corresponding in both a partial reversal group and a control reversal group. These data are summarized in Table 3 . A two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) using Note. W-B = white-black discrimination task, H-V = horizontal-vertical stripes discrimination tasks.
group (Whole vs. Partial vs. Control) and task (W-B vs. H-V) was performed on the number of days to criterion, which revealed no significant main effects and no significant interaction between group and task (all Fs < 1). Phase 2 reversal. Acquisition of Phase 2 by Group Whole was compared with acquisition of the corresponding reversal learning in both Group Partial and Group Control. The data are illustrated in Figure 4 . A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) using group (Whole vs. Partial vs. Control) was performed on the number of days to criterion in the common reversal task (i.e., vertical-horizontal stripe task), which revealed a The means and SOS of days to criterion on both white-black reversal task in Group Whole and the triangle-circle discrimination in Group Control were as follows: 16.63 (SO = 4.66) for Group Whole and 7.63 (SO = 2.97) for Group Control.
Stimulus perseveration. In order to examine the extinction of original leaming during the initial stage of reversal leaming, a special criterion was devised: The criterion was that the median of the running times on the rewarded trials was shorter than the median of the running times on the nonrewarded trials for each task in the reversal leaming. Number of days to reach this criterion was taken as a measure of a stimulus perseveration. The mean number of days to this criterion is plotted in Figure 5 one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) using group (Whole vs. Partial vs. Control) was performed on the score of stimulus perseveration, which revealed significant main effect of group [F(2, 21) = 3.50, P < .05]. A Scheffe test was run to analyze differences in stimulus perseveration among these three groups. Group Whole made significantly stronger stimulus perseveration than Group Partial [F(1, 21) = 6.80, P < .05]. Group Whole also made stronger stimulus perseveration than Group Control, but this difference just failed to reach significance [F(1, 21) = 2.90, .05 < P < .10]. The mean and SO of this stimulus perseveration on the white-black task in Group Whole was 2.63 and 2.72, respectively. In order to make the relation between stimulus perseveration and days to criterion in Phase 2 reversal clear, individual scores of stimulus perseveration and days to criterion in Phase 2 reversal are summarized in Table 4 .
In order to examine the degree of interaction of performance between the nonreversed and reversed tasks in Group Partial, a special criterion was Note. W1 , -, -, W8 were animals of Group Whole; P1 , -, -, P8 were animals of Group Partial; C1 , -, -, C8 were animals of Group Control.
devised: If anyone of running times on non rewarded trials became shorter than the median of the running times on rewarded trials for the white-black task (Le., nonreversed task), the day was determined as a retention loss day. The number of these days was counted for each animal. The mean and SO of the retention loss days in Group Partial were 1.13 and 0.46, respectively.
Discussion
This experiment replicated the pattern of results seen in the first study: The partial reversal versus whole reversal advantage effect was observed in that Group Partial reversed faster than Group Control, which in turn reversed faster than Group Whole. This result is in accordance with the result in Nakagawa (1992) . These findings indicate that rats do not form stimulus-stimulus associations between the discriminative stimuli after criterion training in two successive go/no-go discriminations as well as in two choice concurrent discriminations. This is supported by the retention loss data. These results of the present experiment confirm the conclusion from Experiment 1 that both a facilitation of reversal learning in Group Partial and retardation of reversal learning in Group Whole, relative to the control condition, contribute to the partial reversal versus whole reversal advantage effect in Phase 1 training.
There were significant between-groups differences in stimulus perseveration among these three groups. As a whole, Group Whole made stronger stimulus perseveration than Group Control, which in turn made stronger stimulus perseveration than Group Partial. These results are not in line with the findings of Experiment 2 of Nakagawa (1992) . This discrepancy may be caused by differences in training procedures in Phase 2 reversal in Group Controls between these two experiments. That is, in the present experiment, animals in Group Control were concurrently given a reversed task and a newly added discrimination task, whereas in Experiment 2 of Nakagawa (1992) animals in Groups Control of C and S were given only a reversed task.
General Discussion
Two experiments examined the partial reversal versus whole reversal advantage effect in Phase 1 training and assessed the effect against the control condition and generalized the effect across different discrimination procedures. In Experiment 1, rats were trained with two choice concurrent discriminations and were then either reversed on both discriminations (whole reversal) or on only one, with the other discrimination continued as before (partial reversal) or on only one, with the a novel discrimination added newly instead of the other discrimination , which was omitted in Phase 2 (control reversal). Group Partial reversed faster than Group Control , which in turn reversed faster than Group Whole (partial reversal versus whole reversal advantage effect). The effect was replicated in Experiment 2 with go/no-go successive concurrent discriminations. These results were consistent with the findings of Nakagawa (1978 Nakagawa ( , 1986 Nakagawa ( , 1992 Nakagawa ( , 1998 Nakagawa ( , 1999a Nakagawa ( , 2001 .
The main purpose of the present study was to examine whether or not rats formed stimulus-stimulus associations between the discriminative stimuli with the same consequence in Phase 1 training in two concurrent discriminations. The results of Experiments 1 and 2 were consistent with the expectation according to the theory of Nakagawa (1978 Nakagawa ( , 1986 Nakagawa ( , 1992 Nakagawa ( , 1998 Nakagawa ( , 1999a Nakagawa ( , 1999b Nakagawa ( , 1999c Nakagawa ( , 1999d : Stimulusstimulus associations between the discriminative stimuli that signaled either reward, or nonreward, in the two tasks were not yet formed in Phase 1 training . Therefore, the results of Experiments 1 and 2 indicated that performance on the two different discriminations in Phase 1 training was independent of one another, in the sense that stimulus-stimulus associations between the discriminative stimuli that signaled either reward , or nonreward, in the two tasks were not yet formed, in both two choice concurrent discriminations and two go/no-go successive concurrent discriminations. This conclusion is supported by the findings of both positional-response days in Experiment 1 and retention loss on the nonreversed discrimination task in Phase 2 in Group Partial in Experiments 1 and 2.
Superiority of Group Partial to Group Whole made it clear that the four connections (i.e., A with food, C with food , 8 with no food , and D with no food) in Phase 1 training were not yet bound together on the basis of the same consequences. This result provided a strong support for Nakagawa's view (1978 Nakagawa's view ( , 1966 Nakagawa's view ( , 1992 Nakagawa's view ( , 1998 Nakagawa's view ( , 1999a Nakagawa's view ( , 1999b Nakagawa's view ( , 1999c Nakagawa's view ( , 1999d that during the original training on two concurrent discriminations, animals learned a connection between a positive stimulus and an approach response as well as a connection between a negative stimulus and a withdrawal response (i.e., an avoidance response) for each discrimination task, but they did not form stimulus-stimulus associations between the discriminative stimuli. This view was supported by findings of Nakagawa (1986 Nakagawa ( , 1992 Nakagawa ( , 1998 Nakagawa ( , 1999a Nakagawa ( , 1999b Nakagawa ( , 1999c ) (see also Delius et aI., 1995; Zentall et aI., 1991) . Superiority of Group Partial to Group Control was caused by the presence of a nonreversed discrimination task in the partial reversal condition because a non reversed task continued to receive the same training as in Phase 1 training so that it should inhibit animals' irrelevant responses such as positional responses in Phase 2 reversal in Experiment 1, whereas Group Control had no nonreversed task so that animals of Group Control made irrelevant responses in Phase 2 reversal. Thus, inhibition of irrelevant responses by the non reversed task made significant contribution to a facilitation of reversal in the partial condition , relative to the control condition. And superiority of either Group Partial or Group Control to Group Whole was because of the number of reversed connections in Phase 2. Thus, the larger number of reversed connections made significant contribution to a retardation of reversal in the whole condition , relative to the control condition.
Results of the first discrimination was much faster when it was the only discrimination being reversed (partial group) than when the second discrimination was also being reversed (whole group). This result suggested that acquisition of one discrimination would be totally affected by the simultaneous acquisition of a second discrimination. Especially, it was the case that in the whole group, reversal of the second problem had a massive effect on reversal of the first. This result indicated that performance on the two concurrent discriminations became interdependent after criterion training. However, this interdependence of performance on the two discriminations did not result in stimulus-stimulus associations between the discriminative stimuli with the same consequence.
The results of both Experiments 1 and 2 made it clear that a facilitation of reversal in Group Partial and a retardation of reversal in Group Whole, relative to the control condition, made significant contribution to the partial reversal versus whole reversal advantage effect.
The results of both Experiments 1 and 2 were not readily explained by extant theories of discrimination learning: acquired cue distinctiveness theory (Lawrence, 1949 (Lawrence, , 1960 , response of discrimination theory (Reid, 1953; Pubols, 1956) , selective attention theory (Mackintosh, 1965) , and response strategy or response pattern theory (Hall, 1973a (Hall, , 1973b (Hall, , 1974 Mandler, 1966 Mandler, , 1968 Mandler & Hooper, 1967) . All these theories predicted that there should be neither significant facilitation of reversal in the partial condition or retardation of reversal in the whole condition, relative to the control condition, but these results were not observed.
There was significant difference in stimulus perseveration among these three groups in both Experiments 1 and 2. These results demonstrated that the partial reversal versus whole reversal advantage effect after criterion training was attributed to differences in stimulus perseveration. Nakagawa (1992) reported that the whole reversal versus partial reversal advantage effect following overtraining was attributed to differences in stimulus perseveration. Thus, the results of stimulus perseveration in the present experiments suggested that differences in stimulus perseveration was attributed to the partial reversal versus whole reversal advantage effect after criterion training as well as the whole reversal versus partial reversal advantage effect following overtraining.
The results of the present experiments made it clear that both a facilitation in the partial condition and a retardation in the whole condition made significant contribution to the partial reversal versus whole reversal advantage effect, that stimulus-stimulus associations between the discriminative stimuli that signaled either reward, or nonreward, in the two tasks were not formed after criterion training, and that the partial reversal versus whole reversal advantage effect after criterion training was attributed to differences in stimulus perseveration as well as the whole reversal versus partial reversal advantage effect following overtraining: This was the novel empirical and theoretical contribution to the literature.
